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TWenTy yeArs AGo or ThereABoUTs, WorK hAd TAKen Me
to a four-year stint in a surely unique collecting locale for canadian folding
money. A particularly attractive Bank of Montreal branch by the bustling
(if venerable) ring road in iqaluit (frobisher Bay), capital-to-be of

canada’s proposed nunavut territory, regularly stocked three currencies, i was soon
to learn. The improbable trio: Bank of canada dollars, in then-current $2 through
$100 denominations, United states dollars, and danish kroner.

down and across the ring road you found the
genial competition, the royal Bank of canada, iqaluit
branch. for Baffin island, the world’s fifth largest island,
these two iqaluit outlets were supplemented by banking-
by-mail, direct deposits, and credit card operations ... plus
the undoubted resourcefulness of northern stores (succes-
sors to the Bay, hudson’s Bay company northern opera-
tions), and local inuit cooperatives. 

An air age of modern jets – yellowknife-rankin
inlet-iqaluit, ottawa-iqaluit, Montreal-Kuujjuaq-iqaluit,
representatively, along with turbo-props, Twin otters, and
a surviving dc-3, provided the rationale for bank cus-
tomers seeking danish kroners. The next stop for some
jets from the south, or a short hop for an iqaluit-based

turbo-prop, would be Greenland. To the east of davis strait and Baffin Bay,
denmark’s kroner had been, and remains, the folding money of the land. (denmark
had not been, and remains not a euro country.)

one mini-collection of canadian paper money that continues to fascinate
me was assembled when duties involved stays in bankless remote communities, and
comprises hand-picked $2 notes (the then lowest denomination), bills which,
through extended honest circulation, had been worn virtually to oblivion. shipping
cash can be costly, and Arctic bank branches and business operations have had little
incentive to bring in and substitute new notes for old, bankers had informed me.
hence, my storied grouping of impossibly worn Arctic low values!

in due course, however, one might chance upon still other locations and
individuals of numismatic interest. Pangnirtung, a Baffin island hamlet with the
most striking setting that i got to see in the eastern Arctic, has a museum with
intriguing holdings of hudson’s Bay tokens, pieces once used in trade or for
instructing in monetary principles. in this context, Pang’s old Blubber station has
been pictured, with the hamlet not identified, in a recent article in The Numismatist
(March 2011, p. 47). even more surprising to me was having had a senior business-
man take me through his secure warehouse to view, alongside inuit prints, carvings,
and such memorabilia for sale, his ultrahigh “bank legal” specimen currency. such
dominion of canada arch-rarities, denominated in the thousands of dollars, had
been intended for, and restricted to, settling accounts between canadian banks.
“specimens,” yes – such ornate, oversize bills never reached the public, and no
issued notes survive. When sold upon their owner’s death some years ago, this gath-
ering of framed super-values made headlines in the kinds of papers that collectors
may read.

our eastern Arctic references serve to introduce a distinctly different
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canada, and to underscore the theme of canada’s new polymer $50, as previewed in
central bank brochures. The new $50, which does look interesting, is scheduled to
be “launched” in March 2012, and should rapidly replace survivors from six earlier
issues of Bank of canada legal tender $50 notes. The proposed new $50 is to feature
a line of inuktitut syllabics – a first for canada’s currency – the row of exotic shapes
actually representing syllables in the northern language for “Arctic.”

canada’s far-northern banking scene, as here discussed, contrasts markedly
with the “bank branch on every busy corner” southern phenomenon which greets
canada’s visitors, and with which many of us grew up in, say, downtown Toronto or
Montreal.

The next two years, we now understand, call for a total changeover to poly-
mer in canada’s folding money – all five denominations. This, accompanied by
immediate elimination and destruction of older paper issues, one denomination at a
time.

how may this influence collectors and what and how they collect? i’d say
it’ll be a new ball game, but one essentially played to existing rules. Polymer series
will extend former paper series, as is being seen with $100s. collectors will continue
to seek premium condition, and any new prefixes, signatures, or dates, and will be
alert for identified or conjectured replacements, error notes, or “special numbers.” ...
That is, we will collect much as we have been doing. Much such older material
reposes in collections, casual holdings, and fairly massive dealer stocks. There should
be a continuing trickle of such older issues, redeemable if not always readily spend-
able, over years, even decades, to come.

should you really look back at things collectible, however, you encounter
Province of canada and dominion of canada legal tender (pre-1935), chartered
bank releases (issue-dated as late as 1942 and 1943), newfoundland government and
bank issues (the most recent government notes 1920-dated). As well, you’ll
encounter “broken bank” bills; sundry corporate, municipal, and souvenir scrip;
and quite a range of other fiscal material of national, regional, and local significance.
Bank checks – government, corporate, individual – can be instructive to assemble,
and have a distinct if somewhat limited following. Victory Bonds, War savings
certificates, and stock certificates, bonds, bond coupons, and such, may feature
good design, and portraiture, vignettes, tracery ... appealing to those attracted to fis-
cal paper as artistry or craftsmanship.

canadian collecting interests have been broadening and otherwise develop-
ing over recent years, you strongly sense. in the folding-money context, this has to
have implications for the dawning polymer interval. collecting of Bank of canada
issues, especially the more recent and more accessible series and denominations, has
been attempted with great attention to conjectured or demonstrated sheet layouts
and press runs. considered have been three-letter and other prefixes (indicative of
sequence, security printer, and denomination); test and replacement issues; low,
high, and other “interesting” numbers; and quite diverse, if unequally available,
error notes.

such collector efforts have progressed with little apparent drop in interest
in releases of 10 to 20 years ago, or in the central bank’s two initial series (1935- and
1937-dated), with their splendid allegorical art.

still earlier are legal tender notes, dominion of canada (department of
finance) folding money issue-dated 1870 (1866 as Province of canada) through
1923, their release having been continued into early 1935. such notes have been
attractive, a number of the issues having featured portraiture of governors general at
the conclusion of their terms of office. To many enthusiasts, this government paper
money was regarded as an upward extension of bronze and silver regnal coinage, and
indeed likenesses of royalty were to be found on several values. such notes of $1, $2,
and $4 denominations experienced considerable wear, and can be especially expen-
sive in higher grades. often of interest to the beginning collector is the undersize
dominion of canada 25 cents fractional (shinplaster), released in three attractive
issues in 1870, 1900, and 1923. The third issue was numbered, with also a position
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letter, from 10/on sheets, with signature and text varieties to multiply the potential
challenges. Like-new fractionals may command a healthy premium, but well-worn
1923-notes, with all ten position letters equally common, often can be picked up for
a couple of dollars.

Paper collectors may settle for type notes of $1 and $2 denominations, but
signature varieties (earlier notes included a validating penned signature), seal colors,
domiciling, series designations, and prefix and/or suffix letters may prove hard to
locate, but tough to resist.

To which one adds newfoundland – the traditional collector might well
have done so. now it’s “newfoundland and Labrador,” canada’s tenth province,
and a distinct numismatic challenge for its commercial tokens; its bronze, silver, and
gold coinage; its releases of government notes; and the new but elusive issues of its
early banks.

canada has had a strong tradition of commercial banks of issue (federally
“chartered banks”) and of widely accepted circulating notes. over the decades, such
institutions tended to grow, merge, consolidate, until, by the Great depression
(which occasioned no canadian bank failures), ten remained, several very large, all
nationally and internationally respected. failures did occur, several of them intimi-
dating, but federal note insurance would cover any noteholder losses of the past cen-
tury, and canadian deposit insurance protects depositors in a manner comparable to
that of the federal deposit insurance corporation of the United states. notes of a
troubled institution tended to be turned in with expediency, with few remaining for
the would-be collector. delay in the “winding up” could result in the fund paying
interest. Paradoxically, notes of a failed bank sometimes could – and can – be cashed
for more than face.

canada’s chartered banks and their unique, 12-decade contribution to cir-
culating money, to me long has been an intriguing facet of the country’s fiscal histo-
ry. some collectors of, say, 60 years ago would have agreed. A few outstanding col-
lections were being assembled – painstakingly. The great majority of paper collec-
tors, and even they were relatively few in number, stressed Bank of canada first
issues and dominion of canada classics, although accessible information on the lat-
ter material (seals, signatures, prefixes/suffixes) had remained somewhat sketchy at
best.

canada’s chartered bank currency, a significant even dominant part of the
paper money supply prior to World War ii, would seem to have come into its own
numismatically in the past 10–20 years, following two generations of relatively low
prices and limited collector enthusiasm. collectors did tend to look down on char-
tereds. Why? face value could have been high, even intimidating. issues were more
complex. strictly speaking, such notes were not legal tender. “Legal tender” long
implied gold, or paper redeemable in gold, or subsidiary coinage up to stipulated

Dominion of Canada,
Department of Finance legal
tender, an 1897-dated $2 rec-
ognizing the fisheries and
portraying the future King
Edward vII as Prince of Wales.
American Bank Note
Company produced the note
at its new Ottawa facility.
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amounts ($10 for silver, $2 for nickel). in fact, i often talk to bank people, have for
over 60 years, and i’ve never heard of chartered bank currency being turned down.
But just try spending a Bank of canada legal-tender $50 in a snack bar or conve-
nience store – a 50 or 100 with a slash through it, you may find posted by a cash reg-
ister coast to coast. (for the record, canada’s olive green $20, with Queen elizabeth
ii portrait, rather than the $50 or $100, is reported as the most counterfeited of
canadian issues in recent years.)

canada’s chartered bank issues? Attractive, distinctly well produced ... but
sheer numbers of issues become unwieldy. collecting offers several possibilities: (i)
by bank, say canadian Bank of commerce, popular for its outstanding note designs,
or (ii) family of banks, say royal Bank of canada, with pre-1901 issues in the name
of Merchants’ Bank of halifax, plus notes issues by Union Bank of canada, The
Quebec Bank, and other absorbed banks; or (iii) notes of a particular province, or
region, or city; or (iv) notes deriving from a stipulated time interval (say pre-
confederation, the edwardian decade, the Great depression, or the initial Bank of
canada years).

Many collectors, realistically, accumulated what had been available or
affordable, recognizing that the vignettes, portraiture, and other details of each
issue, face and back, so often had a story to tell.

My own preferences included the small chartereds, in my youth still avail-
able at face or else distinctly underpriced. A second area, even “further out,” had
been readily accessible notes of three canadian chartered banks, distinctive issues for
what bankers would refer to as “southern branches,” notes denominated (or dual-
denominated) in sterling or in local dollars for British Guiana and for stipulated
island colonies of the British West indies. now, the “beewee” dollar, in those days,
traded at just over 60 cents canadian. few were the canadian collectors interested in
a $5 bill worth a bit over 300 cents. such notes, at this late date, are long obsolete
though redeemable, and numismatically very much have come into their own.

The Colonial Bank of Canada,
Toronto, provides collectors
with an early example of
American Bank Note
Company, New York City
workmanship (also bearing
Jocelyn, Draper imprint), in
this uniface $5 note, issue-
dated May 4th 1859. The
vignette shows a farm family,
lunching in the out-of-doors.
The note is hand-numbered,
and carries the penned signa-
ture of T. Hough, bank presi-
dent. This value is common
and inexpensive. Within
months the bank had ceased
operations.

Attractive engraving and over-
all designing, representative
of its decade, are featured on
this Mechanics Bank,
Montreal, $5 of 1872. The prin-
cipal vignette depicts a farmer
pumping water for his live-
stock, while the smaller
engraving shows stone cut-
ters. A relatively common bro-
ken bank note, Mechanics
Bank having failed in 1879.
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chartered bank notes, releases of the close to 100 note-issuing commercial
banks of issue – or, more realistically, of the ten such banks that survived into the
small-chartered era – clearly represent a tremendous field for the would-be collector.
numbers of issues in themselves can be formidable, and many issues are tough,
expensive, or unknown in private hands. Those who enjoy challenge have their work
cut out for them. yet, new knowledge, even new note hoards, can still be found.

A further, somewhat overlapping, class of obsolete notes toward which col-
lector attitude has greatly changed is “broken bank” currency. issued notes, can-
celled notes, remainder (unissued) notes ... mementoes of institutions whose paper
money, at least at this date, cannot be redeemed. some such issues did survive in sig-
nificant quantities; others have been scarce, rare or unknown in private hands.

At one time, many or most such bills were inexpensive. i now find, with
mixed feelings, sales lists which no longer explicitly distinguish between redeemable
and irredeemable notes. references currently are accessible which should enable the
potential buyer or seller to distinguish good from “broken” notes ... although the
best of contemporary counterfeits or alterations can be scary, a separate considera-
tion.

A sweeping overview of canada’s bank currency over the decades indeed
might be assembled, although scarcity and competitive demand (rather distinct con-
cepts) could make for a lengthy and formidable task.

Government folding money, and its central-bank successor. note issues of
commercial “chartered” banks. A further source of such monetary paper is complex,
and the notes difficult to classify. Many might reject it out of hand, but it does or
can serve a range of monetary purposes, and even after its use is over, it can have a
tale to tell. The material is scrip, paper scrip (as distinct from tokens and single use
tickets). in the canadian context, it comprises distinctly diverse issues produced by
municipalities, institutions, businesses, and community groups ... to, typically, raise

A late-date but scarce
Canadian large chartered, an
issued example of the 1922-
dated $10 of Banque
Nationale. Following mergers
with Banque d’Hochelaga,
Banque Provinciale, and sev-
eral smaller banks, the
Banque Nationale survives as
Banque Nationale du Canada /
National Bank of Canada, a
foremost Canadian financial
institution.

A Newfoundland classic, the
Union Bank of Newfoundland
$5 of 1889, with nautical illus-
trations (sailing and steam
vessels). Founded in 1854, the
bank failed in disastrous eco-
nomic conditions of 1894. The
Newfoundland government
paid, and still will pay, 80
cents on the dollar to holders
of such a note.
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money, disburse funds, or reward customer “loyalty.” examples, as i leaf through
my albums, range from the Alberta government’s “prosperity certificate” (hard
times) scrip, to paper notes used in university dining halls (york University),
“money” for “hours” of labor (or dollar equivalences), “homecoming week” fund-
raising scrip, and sundry souvenir and other money-raising materials.

A generation and more of canadians have rightly sensed something special
in the engraved image of sandy McTire, the thrifty scotsman featured on untold
millions of canadian Tire corporation “money,” coupons (3 cents through 2 dol-
lars), deemed to constitute a “uniquely successful reward scrip” (The Numismatist,
december 2006). i’ve also found that canadian Tire “money” can turn up where
you least expect it: an upscale numismatic outlet in singapore, the window display
of a Middle eastern money changer in dubai. in both these instances, McTire low
values were serving to illustrate ... canadian cash.

in canada’s eastern Arctic, where few if any communities are linked by
roads, canadian Tire scrip could well be unknown. customer loyalty may be repaid
in “northern nuggets,” however. This colourful northern store paper scrip, given
as up to 10 per cent of in-store expenditures, may not be “applicable to food or
tobacco purchases” – but, no problem! from air shipments of fresh produce to sea-
lift arrivals of clothing, furniture, even snow-mobiles, there’s surprisingly little that
you can’t buy or arrange for at a community northern store.

such scrip issues may be giving way to smart cards, electronic “points,” and
such. My most recent dining hall meals (carleton University) were paid for with a
campus smart card, pre-charged by cash. even canadian Tire scrip, in folding
money image, may be living on borrowed time. But depression-relief vouchers sur-
vive as community or hard times mementos, and “homecoming dollars” and such
would seem likely to be with us for decades to come.

A closing news bulletin. our daughter just telephoned from halifax, report-
ing on holiday shopping which, as it happens, had been at canadian Tire. of course
she could have paid with cash, credit card, or canadian Tire money. But a sign at
check-out cautioned her against even thinking of offering – new or old, i gather – a
$100 bill. Legal tender, anyone?                                                                                     �

Opposite:  Some collectors
find real interest – and oppor-
tunities to explore and to
learn – in such diverse scrip
issues as: K-W Mutual Aid
Association, Kitchener, “Ten
Hours” time certificate,
Ontario; Dawson Dollar
tourist issue, Yukon Territory;
“Northern Nuggets” scrip,
issued when Baffin Island
was Northwest Territories;
and (above) a $1 Canadian
Tire “cash bonus,” Canada-
wide.
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